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Overview



From a survey of the 5000 registered professional f oresters in British 
Columbia from 2013: The biggest barriers I face in working to minimize the 
impacts of climate change in my forestry decisions are (check all that apply):

Response Chart Percentage

Lack of employer awareness of 
impacts.

12%

Lack of employer interest in 
minimizing impacts.

18%

Lack of personal knowledge, expertise 
or ability.

32%

No authority to make adaptation 
recommendations/decisions.

33%

Lack of strategic vision or policies 
that support innovation/diversification 
of practices.

43%

Lack of guidance, standards or best 
practices.

45%

Costs are prohibitive. 17%

My workload allows little time for this. 25%

No barriers. 14%

Other, please specify... 18%
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Need for Science-driven information

In the US, the USFS slow to implement CC 
considerations in planning and on the ground
– Lack of local information
– Absence of policy-driven mandate
– Reticence to address complex issue
– where magnitude and timing are uncertain; and
– Division of values among stakeholders 

Littell, Peterson, Millar, O’Halloran. U.S. national forests 
adapt to climate change through science-management 
partnerships. Climatic Change. 110:269-296.



What kind of information?

USFS slow to implement 
CC considerations in 
planning and on the 
ground
– Lack of local information
– Absence of policy-driven 

mandate
– Reticence to address 

complex issue
– where magnitude and 

timing are uncertain; and
– Division of values among 

stakeholders 

How can science/models help 
resource managers around 
adaptation?
– Vulnerability 

assessments that help 
prioritize risks

– Assist managers in 
understanding potential 
tradeoffs

– Relate actions to 
outcomes

• Platform for engagement 
and communication of risks

Scarlett 2010



The Role of Modeling 

• It allows us to “fast forward” through time and 
simulate under different scenarios future 
outcomes

2009

2050

Modelling  suite 

A.K.A.

Our “time 
machine”



Developing the Decision-Making 
Framework

To offer management guidance need models 
that link Climate growth management

• Impact of climate on forest renewal 
(regeneration )

• Impact on growth (productivity )
• Impact on mortality (disturbance )

– tailor model to regional characteristics and conditions
– allow for diverse responses
– ideally scale across different levels and integrate 

assessments across different resource values



Case Studies

From Johnston and Edwards 2013, Adapting Sustainable Forest 
Management to Climate Change: An Analysis of Canadian Case Studies



Modeling Suite and Approach: Kamloops



Modeling Suite and Approach: San Jose
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The Outcomes: Resulting Management 
Guidance in Kamloops



INCREASING VULNERABILITIES 

Timber Flows BEYOND the 100 year simulation:

• Could be headed for a big falldown in harvestable timber.

2110

NO Climate Change

WITH Climate Change



The Outcomes: San Jose

• Increasing vulnerabilities
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Concluding Remarks: the issue of 
uncertainty and limits of information

Guidance was developed with 
inputs from practicioners that 
strengthened modeling that also 
helped in validation of outputs…



Concluding Remarks: the issue of 
uncertainty and limits of information

We find ourselves in 
an emerging 
paradox where 
while information 
is essential it is 
not the lack of 
information itself 
that is the issue-
we either have 
too much or will 
never have it 





Current  research addressing 
governance and enabling decisions

Project assessing economic instruments for 
adaptation to climate change

• Collaborative research involving the 
Provincial government, Federal government 
(CFS), licensees and other stakeholders, 
funded by Federal government (NRCan)

• Organized around three major risk areas: fire, 
forest health, and forest resilience

• Goal: identify promising instruments for 
implementation


